
General Cargo

Terminal operators aim to have clear visibility of their
cargo at any point in time, anywhere on the
port. Jade Logistics’ web app, RORO Tally, works with
Master Terminal® to enable the port tallyman
to confirm the final stowage of cargo on a vessel in
real time, prior to departure.

Working with Roll-On/Roll-Off (RORO) and Lift-
On/Lift-Off (LOLO) planning in Jade Logistics’

Master Terminal, RORO Tally operates on modern
touch–screen devices and web browsers.
Tallyman assists in creating a more complete
picture of cargo transactions, enabling ports
to operate with increased efficiency based on
these insights.
Designed for RORO and LOLO cargo, RORO Tally
is a member of the Master Terminal Web
Apps Suite.

The Cargo Move application, the next gen mobile
application from Navis is used in the General Cargo
(GC) operations. You are allowed to create work
instructions in N4, thus creating plans. This
application acts as a tool for executing the general
cargo plans. It communicates with N4 to fetch,
update, and complete the required operations of GC
plans.

Login by CHE operators and choose the
required CHE

Displaying Job List for chosen CHE

Claiming the Job by operator either as full or
partial manner

Completing the Job or Abandoning the Job.

Terminal operators aim to have clear visibility of their
cargo at any point in time, anywhere on the
port. Jade Logistics’ web app, Tallyman, works with
Master Terminal® to enable the port tallyman
to confirm the final stowage of cargo on a vessel in
real time, prior to departure.

Verify cargo moves
Easily confirm or amend stowed cargo
Offline functionality secures data input
Work both Load/Unload jobs
Ability to record damage and seals cargo
checks
Operates on modern touch–screen devices
and web browsers
Modern and intuitive user interface
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ACCURATELY CAPTURE FINAL
CARGO STOWAGE IN REAL TIME,
ONLINE AND OFFLINE


